
TIME TRIALS
RUN YOUR BEST LIFE

  

A time trial is an exercise where you run a predefined 5K route to see how fast you can do

it. This run is done at your full capacity—you will go all out and see just what you’re capable

of.

 

This exercise has two purposes. First, it will allow us to predict finish times for longer race

distances by extrapolating from your 5K race pace.

 

The prediction is just a rough estimate, so don’t get too hung up on it—it’s just another

piece of data in your arsenal.

 

The second purpose is to allow us to observe progress over time. You’ll repeat this

exercise week six to assess how your running has progressed.

 

Choose a 3.1 mile route that you know well. You will use this exact route for future time

trials so that your data comparisons are as accurate as possible. It is preferable to do the

trial at the same time of day that you’ll be running your goal race, but at the very least make

sure you do both trials at the same time of day.

 

Make sure you know the exact distance of your course. GPS may have slight variations on

the same route over different days, so measure it out in advance with Map My Run or

Google Maps (or do it on a track where you can count laps). This way you can calculate

your results manually.

 

Do your warm up walk first, before you start your timer, and stop your timer as soon as you

hit 3.1 miles. Then do your cool down.
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If you’re planning to do your goals as intervals, run this 5K with intervals. If you’re training to

do your goal race without walk breaks, do the 5K the same way. As we’re using this as a

predictor of your performance on race day, we want to keep conditions as close as

possible.

 

After you’re done, go to https://www.chicagoendurancesports.com/racepredict.htm and

enter your time. Enter 5 kilometers and your time as HH:MM:SS. Then choose your

planned race distance from the next menu and hit Calculate. Your anticipated finish time

will be displayed.

 

This is a starting point for setting a goal time for your next race.

 

Use the Time Trial Worksheet to record all your data and repeat the exercise in 4–6 weeks

(or according to your training plan, if applicable). If you’ve had no injuries during that time

and have consistently been doing your drills and strength training, we expect to see a drop

in your time. If that doesn’t happen, bring your data to a coaching call or the FB group so

we can assess your routine and make adjustments as necessary.
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